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Abstract. We predict IMDb movie ratings and consider two sets of features:
surface and textual features. For the latter, we assume that no social media signal
is isolated and use data from multiple channels that are linked to a particular
movie, such as tweets from Twitter and comments from YouTube. We extract
textual features from each channel to use in our prediction model and we explore
whether data from either of these channels can help to extract a better set of
textual feature for prediction. Our best performing model is able to rate movies
very close to the observed values.

1 Introduction
Information Retrieval (IR) is expanding from its core business of ranking documents to
encompass a range of applications where objects in general need to be ranked. Modern
IR systems use multiple signals from multiple sources for ranking these objects effectively. Such tasks can be viewed as a cross-channel prediction task: observe signals in
a list of channels to predict a signal in another channel. We focus on one such task: predicting movie ratings from multiple social media signals. Movie ratings are influenced
by demographics and by personal factors that are hard to model explicitly. We hypothesize that correlations can be found between ratings provided by the Internet Movie
Database (IMDb) and activity indicators around the same artefacts (i.e., movie titles) in
other channels, such as social media. As an example, the movie “Inception” generated
167K tweets and rates 8.9/10 vs. the movie “Justin Bieber: Never Say Never” which
generated 25K tweets and rates 1.1/10. Most prediction work on movies focuses on
forecasting revenues, not ratings. Some use the publication rate of tweets relevant to a
movie title for forecasting box-office revenues [1]. Joshi et al. [4] combine surface features with text features extracted from reviews. Tsagkias et al. [6, 7] predict the volume
of comments on online news, using a set of surface and textual features.

2 Feature Engineering
To address the task of predicting movie ratings from social media, we identify activity
indicators that can be translated into extractable features. We group indicators, and the
derived features, into two classes for understanding their effect in prediction performance. Quantitative indicators aim at capturing the amount of activity around a movie
title (e.g., how many people talk about a movie) and result in surface features. Qualitative indicators aim at capturing the meaning of the activity (i.e., what people say about
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a movie) and result in textual features. Surface features strongly depend on the underlying social media platform as each platform has its own activity indicators (e.g., number
of diggs in Digg, number of views in YouTube). Our choice of Twitter and YouTube
as content providers, resulted in the following surface features: views, number of comments, number of favorites, number of likes and the number of dislikes, the fraction of
likes over dislikes for each trailer clip on YouTube, and the number of tweets on Twitter.
Each feature is represented by the natural logarithm of its frequency.1 Textual features
are extracted by comparing the log-likelihood of a term in two corpora [5]. These corpora consist of tweets and YouTube comments associated with the top- and bottom-N
movies, based on their IMDb ratings; N = 5 shows the optimal performance. Examples
of extracted positive textual features include the stems amaz, perfect, awesom; negative
ones include stupid, worst, terribl.

3 Experimental Setup
For predicting movie ratings using signals from social media, we conduct regression
experiments. The data set used consists of 70 movies, and their ratings as reported on
IMDb on April 4, 2011. From this set, 10 movies were kept aside for extracting textual
features, leaving 60 titles for testing. The data set was complemented with Twitter and
YouTube data. Our Twitter data consists of 1,6M tweets published between March 4,
2011 and April 4, 2011 that mention a movie title. Our YouTube data consists of metadata and 55K comments of movie trailers. We use the linear regression implementation
in the WEKA toolkit [3]. All regression results reported are calculated using ten-fold
cross validation on a set of 60 movies. We report on Spearman’s ρ and on standard regression measures: mean absolute error (MAE), root squared mean error (RMSE). For
ρ higher is better, for MAE and RMSE lower is better. Bold face indicates best performing feature per metric. Significance is tested using a two-tailed paired t-test and is
marked as  (or  ) for significant differences for α = .01, or  (and  ) for α = .05.

4 Results and Analysis
The first movie rating prediction experiment we carry out uses individual surface features, and their combination, to rate movies from 1 to 10. We set our baseline to the
number of tweets that mention a particular movie as it has proven a strong predictor
in [1]. Table 1 shows that the strongest feature is the fraction of likes over dislikes (likesper-dislikes) peaking the correlation coefficient at 0.4831. Although likes and dislikes
as individual features show poor correlation, their fraction yields the strongest surface
feature. Next, we combine all surface features, and consider subsets of features that
optimize performance using the CfsSubset attribute selection method. The combination
of all surface features does not outperform likes-per-dislikes, and attribute selection
results in similar performance as likes-per-dislikes (see last two columns in Table 1).
1

We conducted experiments where features were represented by their raw, normalized, and log
frequencies, and we found that using log helped performance.
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Table 1. Regression performance using surface features. Statistical significance tested against
number of tweets. (“Comm.” abbreviates “Comments.”)
Metric Random Tweets Views Comm. Favorites Likes Dislikes

likes
dislikes

All

Att.Sel.

ρ
-0.3392 0.1128 0.1638 -0.0756 0.1061 0.1209 -0.2880 0.4831 0.4261 0.4805
MAE
0.7838 0.7924 0.7945 0.7923 0.7912 0.8020 0.7982 0.6993 0.7089 0.6912
RMSE 0.9963 0.9838 0.9744 0.9968 0.9843 0.9817 1.0194 0.8620 0.9039 0.8649

Table 2. Regression performance using textual features extracted from Twitter (T), YouTube (YT)
comments, and their combination (T+YT). Significance tested against likes-per-dislikes and T
without attribute selection. Last col.: combination experiment.

Metric

likes
dislikes

Without att. sel.
T
YT T+YT

T

With att. sel.
YT T+YT

ρ
0.4831 0.7870 0.2768 0.6625 0.4739 0.5029 0.6420
MAE 0.6993 0.5051 0.9090 0.5828 0.7201 0.6971 0.6045
RMSE 0.8620 0.6084 1.1140 0.7395 0.8826 0.8739 0.7675

likes
+T
dislikes

0.8539
0.4203
0.5227

Our second experiment is aimed at finding out whether the textual content generated
on different social media platforms has equal predictive power. We compare the performance of a linear regression model using textual features extracted from tweets,
from YouTube comments, and from their combination using both all textual features
and an optimal subset of textual features. Table 2 (columns 1–8) shows that the best
performance is achieved when using all textual features from Twitter. Textual features
from YouTube show poor performance compared to likes-per-dislikes, which almost
doubles when we use only an optimal subset of the features (chosen from CfsSubset). The combination T+YT outperforms the baseline but not the Twitter model. In
our third experiment we study the effect of using the best surface and textual model,
namely, the likes-per-dislikes, and textual features from Twitter; see last column in Table 2. The combination proves beneficial, and significantly outperforms both individual
models. Experiments that involved adding YouTube features, were unable to match the
baseline.
The performance differences in Twitter and YouTube textual features ask for further
investigation. First, we look at merging data from both datasets before extracting textual features. The resulting set of features is unable to outperform textual features from
Twitter, possibly due to topical drift [6] (ρ = 0.1775, 0.9624 MAE, 1.2046 RMSE).
Second, we investigate whether manual curation of the resulting textual features helps
prediction performance. We manually curated the set of textual features from the best
performing platform (Twitter), discarding features that do not correspond to proper
words, or features that carry neutral meaning; this left us with 102 features. Performance
now reaches ρ = 0.8460, 0.4208 MAE, and 0.5276 RMSE, an improvement of 20%
over the Twitter model without attribute selection, almost matching the best run performance (likes-per-dislikes+Twitter). The combination of curated textual features with
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Fig. 1. The quantile-quantile plot of the residuals of the linear regression models: likes-perdislikes+views (Left), Twitter (Middle), and Combined (Right). X-axis: Normal quantiles. Y axis: Residual quantiles. The inset shows the distribution of the residuals.

the likes-per-dislikes feature achieves the best performance at ρ = 0.8915, 0.3525
MAE, 0.4459 RMSE, a significant improvement at 0.01 level over the best run in Table 2.
We tested the normality of the residuals by plotting the quantiles of their empirical
distributions versus the quantiles of the theoretical (normal) distributions [2] in Fig. 1.
The residuals show a reasonable match with normal distributions, with the residuals
of the combined model (likes-per-dislikes+Twitter) showing the least deviation from
the straight line that denotes perfect correlation with the normal residuals. Possible
explanations of strong deviations are that textual features refer to other movies than the
one at hand, e.g., the original Tron movie, the demographics of the users who rate the
movie may differ from those who share comments, and finally, the movie release date
may play a role, as the ratings may oscillate substantially shortly after the release.

5 Conclusions and Outlook
We addressed the task of predicting movie ratings using data from social media. We
identified qualitative and quantitative activity indicators for a movie in social media,
and extracted two sets of surface and textual features. The fraction of the number of
likes and dislikes on YouTube, combined with textual features from Twitter lead to
the best performing model, with strong agreement with the observed ratings and high
predictive performance. We plan to consider more social media channels, look at the
effect of user demographics, and develop methods that predict ratings far ahead in time.
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